DOWNTOWN MARQUEE
PHOTO #1
MARQUEE #1
P1 BUILT-UP POST BASE
DOWNTOWN MARQUEE
PHOTO #2
MARQUEE #1
P3 KNEE BRACE SPLIT
DOWNTOWN MARQUEE
PHOTO #3
MARQUEE #1
P4 TO C3 PICKET FENCE POST
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PHOTO #4
MARQUEE #1
C3 SPLIT IN 4x12
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PHOTO #6
MARQUEE #2
STEEL POST W/BASE, TYP @ MARQUEE #2
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PHOTO #7
MARQUEE #2
4x12 CORNER W/ DAMAGE
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PHOTO #8
MARQUEE #2
POST W/ HEAVY DAMAGE
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PHOTO #10
MARQUEE #3
LOOSE 4x6 AND UNSAFE KNEE BRACE
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PHOTO #11
MARQUEE #3
OTHER SIDE OF SAME CONDITION
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PHOTO #12
MARQUEE #4
LAG BOLT PROJECTING OUT
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PHOTO #13
MARQUEE #4
4x12 SPLIT
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PHOTO #14
MARQUEE #4
BENT DECK AT JOINT BETWEEN C21 & P38
DECK IS RUSTY
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PHOTO #15
MARQUEE #2
SW CORNER WITH SEVERE PONDING
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PHOTO #16
MARQUEE #2
FLASHING BY BUILDING OWNER
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PHOTO #17
MARQUEE # N/A
4x4 RAILING POST CONNECTION